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Rock climb platinum serebii

About us | Contact us | Link To Us | News Archive | Map of the site of Bulbapedia, the community-oriented Pokémon encyclopedia. This article is incomplete. Please feel free to edit this article to add missing information and complete it. Reason: Missing manga. Route 213 at Diamond and Pearl Route 213 (Japanese: 21300 Route 213) is a route southeast of Sinnoh that connects
The City of The Shepherdess and the Lakefront Value. The route is home to the famous Grand Lake Hotel in Sinnoh. Description of the route When leaving Valor Lakefront, the player can see three suites and a hotel. In the suite on the left, a clown will give the Player TM92 (Trick Room), and in the suite that requires rock climb to arrive, a lady will give the player the Coin Toss
Pokétch App. At the hotel, if the player talks to the cop he will heal his Pokémon. South of the hotel, there is a beach with two Coaches. Following the sandy beach to the west, the player will find Dr. Footstep's house. South of the house, there's a hidden cardiac scale. North of the house, there is a scalable edge that leads to a patch of grass and item, and a breakable rock hiding
a Honey Tree on the right and left, respectively. Further north, there is a patch of grass leading the player to Shepherdia. North of the grass, there is a berry patch. Dr. Footstep will examine a trainer's main Pokémon footprints and check their Friendship level. As a reward for a high level of friendship, he will give the Pokémon a Footprint Tape. Items Hotel Grand Lake These are
items found within the Grand Lake Hotel buildings located on Route 213; however, they are technically found in a location called Grand Lake, not on Route 213. Pokémon In addition, wild Pokémon may appear in the Honey Tree. Trainers Pokémon Diamond and Pearl Pokémon Platinum Trivia On January 24, March 13, May 11, July 11, August 9, August 20, October 18,
November 10, December 2, and December 31, it rains on this route. On January 5, February 15, February 29, April 15, June 15, July 26, September 2, September 13, October 3 and December 25, the route is clouded. In Diamond and Pearl, Absol can be picked up here, possibly a reference to the route name ending in 13. See also Bulbapedia, the community-oriented Pokémon
encyclopedia. Route 226 of Diamond and Pearl Route 226 (22601water route 226) is an aquatic route in northeast Sinnoh, located in the Battle Zone. Connects Survival Area, Route 227 and Route 228. Description of the Route If from the eastern end of the route, those wishing to cross Route 226 must first make their way through a brief patch of tall grass. Surfing around some
rocks, players will soon find Meister's house. He is a multilingual traveler who lives alone in a house in a Island. Inside your home, the player can trade a Finneon for a Magikarp. This seemingly unfair trade unlock the option of foreign Pokédex entries, as the Meister's Pokémon is of German origin. Certain Pokémon, once imported from non-English games, will display their
pokédex entries in the language of the game in which they were originally captured. In Diamond and Pearl, Pokémon and language lists are limited, but in Platinum, all Pokémon are supported by this feature. The rest of the route is simplistic in nature. There are some trainers with high-level Pokémon, and many wild Pokémon on land and in the water. Rock climbing is required to
access the upper area of the Survival Area. Pokémon Trainers Pokémon Diamond and Pearl Pokémon Platinum Trivia Items It is possible for the player to become stranded on meister island after trading with him. This can only happen if the player's Finneon is the only Pokémon at his party capable of learning Surf (which is used to get to the island) while no Pokémon at the party
can learn Fly or Teleport. Once the Magikarp of the Meister has been received, the player can no longer access a field move to leave the island; The outputs include using Rare Candies to evolve Magikarp into Gyarados who can learn surfing, fishing battles, and catching a Pokémon that can learn surfing, using these battles to give Magikarp enough experience to evolve, or
deliberately using those battles to cause all of the player's Pokémon to pass out, returning them to the last Pokémon Center. However, it is possible to block all these methods as well: the player can progress through the game without being forced to pick up any fishing rods, and the player can reach the island without Poké Balls or Rare Candies in his Bag. Since Finneon requires
a Good Rod to pick up in the game, this setting requires receiving Finneon through an exchange of another game. With all this, if the player saves the game here, they can never leave the island. This checklist was created by saved copies of the copy of pokedexchecklist saved Rock Climb This AttackDex is for Diamond, Pearl, Platinum, HeartGold, SoulSilver. If you are looking
for the Attackdex generation VI, click here Gen VII Dex Gen VI Dex Gen V Dex Gen IV Dex Dex Attack Name Battle Type Rock Climb Category (Power Points Base Power Accuracy 20 90 85 Battle Effect: A loading attack that can also leave the enemy confused. It can also be used to climb rock walls. Side Effect: Effect Rate: May induce CONFUSION. 20% Super Contests
Effect: Points +2 if it lasts to appeal TM # Speed Priority Pokémon Hit in Battle HM08 0 Target Selected BrightPowder King's Rock Physical Contact Yes Yes Pokémon Learning Rock Climb By TM: Pokémon That Learn Rock Climb By Breeding: No. Pic Name Type Skills Base Stats HP Att Def S.Def S.Def Spd Pokémon That Learn Rock Climb Level By Up Pokémon That Learn
Rock Climb By Breeding: Gen VIII Dex Gen VII Gen VI Dex Gen V Dex Gen IV Dex Dex Battle category Power scale 20 90 85 Battle Effect: This move cannot be used. It is recommended that this movement be forgotten. Once forgotten, this movement cannot be remembered. Side Effect: Effect Rate: Can induce confusion 20 % Corresponding Maximum Movement: MaxMove
Power: Max Strike 130 Base Critical Hit Rate Priority Pokémon Hit in Battle 4.17% 0 Selected Target Pokémon That Learn Rock Climb By Breeding No. Pic Name Type Base Stats HP Att Def S.Det S.Def Spd Like Diamond &amp; Pearl, Pok mon Platinum gives access to all 100 TM's and HM's. Most of these are found in the same place as with Pok mon Diamond &amp; Pearl,
but there are some differences No. Move type type type of name type Att. Acc. PP Location location
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